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Examples in Fickle 
- work in progress - 

 
Ross  Jarman   and   Sophia Drossopoulou 

 
 

The following examples aim to clarify Fickle. We give three examples, which demonstrate 
how object re-classification in Fickle can be used, ie accounts, linked lists, and an adventure 
game. We then draw some conclusions. 

In the appendix, we give sequence of test examples, which aim to test all aspects of the type 
checker, and would be used for a test suite for our implementation. 

Note: This work is preliminary, and in particular, it may not follow the same syntax as that in 
the main paper, since we keep improving that syntax. The examples are not complete, as we 
try to outline the issues related to the use of fickle features. 

1st Example: Accounts 

We consider accounts, which may be privileged accounts, or normal accounts. Privileged 
accounts receive double the interest rate. An account needs to have a minimum of 1000 
balance on the 1st of each month in order to qualify as a privileged account 

   
class Date{  
  …. 
  int daysUntil(Date d);  
  // number of days between receiver and d 
} 
 
abstract root class Account { 
 static float interestRate; 
 float balance; 
 Date lastTransaction; 
 abstract void payInterest (Date) { }(; 
 void payIn(float f, Date d) { }{ 
    balance = balance+f;  
            this.payInterest(d);  
     lastTransaction=d;} 
 void withdraw(float d, Date d){ } { 
     balance = balance-f;  
            this.payInterest(d);  
     lastTransaction=d;} ; 

abstract void check () {Account} 
} 
 
state class NormalAccount extends Account{ 
 void payInterest (Date d) { } {   
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 balance = balance +  interestRate* 
             lastTransaction.daysUntil(d); } 
 

void check () {Account}{ 
    if balance > 1000 then this! PrivilegedAccount } 

 NormalAccount(Date d, float f){ … } 
}         
 
state class PrivilegedAccount extends Account{ 
 void payInterest (Date d) {} {   

 balance = balance +2* interestRate* 
             lastTransaction.daysUntil(d); } 
 

void check () {Account}{ 
    if balance < 1000 then this!NormalAccount } 

 PrivilegedAccount(Date d, float f){ … } 
 
}         
 
class Test{ 
abstract static void main() {Account} { 
 // create Accounts  
 Account a1 = new NormalAccount(Date(3,11,2000), 100);  
 Account a2 = … 
 
 a1.payIn(Date(10,11,2000), 2000); 
 a1.payIn(Date(25,11,2000), 2000); 

 
 // on the first of December check status of accounts      
a1.check(); 
a2.check(): 
 
…. 
 } 

} 

Remarks  
An interesting extension would be to allow the constructor from a root superclass to call the 
constructor from the  state subclass. Eg here calling new Account(…,200) should create a 
NormalAccount, whereas calling  new Account(…,200) should create a 
PrivilegedAccount 

2nd Example: Linked Lists 

We consider the traditional linked, lists, which contain zero or more integers; the function  
            void insertFront(int)  
which inserts an integer at the front of the list, and the function  
            int getFront()  
which removes and returns the element last entered into the list. 

We consider lists with a header (in 2.1) and lists without a header (2.2).  

In order to complete the picture, we consider in a second stage, also the “opposite” functions 
            void insertLast(int)  
which inserts an integer at the end of the list, and the function  
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            int getLast()  
which removes and returns the element last entered into the list.  

2.1 Linked Lists with a header 

A linked list is represented through a header object. The distinction between empty and non-
empty lists is expressed through that header object, which belongs either to class EList or 
to class NEList. .A NEList object  has a field first, which points to a sequence of 
Links. A Link object has a field cont, which is the integer contents, and a field next, 
which  points to the next Link. 

If we execute, ie 

List myList; MyList = new EList;      which produces the following object:  

(EList)
myList

 

If we then execute myList.insertFront(6); myList.insertFront(4), we obtain 
the following representation of  myList containing 4 and 6: 

(NElist)

first
myList

(Link)
 cont: 4
next:

(Link)
 cont: 6
next:

 

We then execute myList.insertFront(3). We obtain the following structure.   

(NElist)

first
myList

(Link)
 cont: 3
next:

(Link)
 cont: 4
next:

(Link)
 cont: 6
next:

 
 

For all following examples we assume a class ListError, a subclass of Exception. 

2.1.1 Linked Lists with a header, insert /remove at front of list 
We just show the basic functionality, ie only insert or remove from front: 
 
abstract root class List { 
 abstract void insertFront(int) {List}; 
 abstract int getFront(){List}; 
 abstract bool isEmpty() {}; 
} 
 
state class EList extends List{ 
 void insertFront (int i) {List}{  
     this!NonEmptyList;  
    this.first = new Link(i, null); }; 
 int getFront() {List}{ throw new ListError; } 
 bool isEmpty() {}{ return true; } 
}         
 
state class NEList extends List{ 
 Link first; // invariant: first is never null 
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  void insertFront (int i) {List} {  
      this.first = new Link(i, this.first); }; 
 int getFront() {List}{  
     int result = this.first.contents; 
     if ( this.first.next == null ) 
     then  
      this!Elist 
     else   
      this.first = this.first.next; 
     return result; } 
 bool isEmpty() {}{ return true; } 
}   
 
  
class Link{ 
  int contents; 
 Link next; // next is null at the end of list 
  Link(int i, Link n){ contents = i; next = n; } 
} 
 

Remarks  
The program above expresses neatly the distinction between the empty list and the non-empty 
list.  
It becomes very clear, that in Fickle, as we also say in the paper, reclassification is explicit 
and eager. Namely, as soon as the list becomes empty, we re-classify. 
One might, criticize that in case a list changes often its state class (eg when executing  
  l=new Elist(); l.insertFront(3); l.getFront();  
  l.insertFront(3); l.getFront(); l.insertFront(3); 
  l.getFront()) 
then we would have many re-classifications, which are reversed very soon after being appied. 
However, I do not believe  
  

2.1.2 Linked Lists without a header, insert and remove at front and 
at the end of list 
We now extend the list functionality, so that we can insert and remove both at the 
front and at the end of the list. 
 
abstract root class List { 
 abstract void insertFront(int) {List}; 
 abstract int getFront(){List}; 
 abstract void insertLast(int){List}; 
 abstract int getLast(){List}; 
 abstract List lastLink() {}; 
 abstract bool isEmpty() {}; 
} 
 
state class EList extends List{ 
 void insert (int i) {List} {  
     this!NonEmptyList;  
       this.first = new Link(i, null); }; 
  void insertFront (int i) {List}{  
     this!insert(i); }; 
 int getFront() {List}{ throw new ListError; } 
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  void insertLast (int i) {List} 
   { this!insert(i); }; 
 int getLast() {List}{ throw new ListError; } 
 bool isEmpty() {}{ return true; } 
}         
 
state class NEList extends List{ 
 Link first; // invariant: first is never null 
  void insertFront (int i) {List} {  
      this.first = new Link(i, this.first); }; 
 int getFront() {List}{  
     int result = this.first.contents; 
     if ( this.first.next == null ) 
     then  
      this!Elist 
     else   
      this.first = this.first.next; 
     return result; } 
  void insertLast (int i) {List} {  
     // find the last Link 
     Link lastLink = first.last(); 
      lastLink.next = new Link(i, this.first); }; 
 int getLastt() {List}{  
     // find contents of last link 
     int result = this.first.last().contents; 
     if ( this.first.next == null ) 
      // ie, if list has only one alement 
     then  
      this!Elist 
     else { // find the penultimate Link 
       Link beforeLast = first.lastButOne(); 
      beforeLast.next = null; 
     return result; } 
 bool isEmpty() {}{ return true; } 
}   
 
  
class Link{ 
  int contents; 
 Link next; // next is null at the end of list 
  Link(int i, Link n){ contents = i; next = n; } 
  Link last(){ if ( this.next==null )  
      then return this; 
      else return next.last(); }  
   Link lastButOne() { 
      if (this.next == 0) 
        then throw new ListError;  
      if ( this.next.next==null )  
      then return this; 
      else return next.last(); }  
} 
 

Remarks  
The program does not bring any new insights into the use of Fickle. However, it does 
demonstrate, that the more complex case, where we are inserting at and removing from the 
end of the list can as easily be done as a simple extension of 2.1. 
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2.2 Linked Lists without a header 

A linked list is represented through a sequence of links, the last link is the empty list. The 
non-empty list contains the integer field contents, and the next field pointing to the next link. 

We consider the following code: 

List myList; myList = new EmptyList; which produces the following object: 

(Empty)

myList

 

If we then execute, myList.insertFront(6); myList.insertFront(4), we obtain 
the following  representation of  myList: 

(NonEmpty)
next:

    cont:  4

(NonEmpty)
next:

    cont:  6

(Empty)
 

myList

 
 

We then execute myList.insertFront(3). We obtain the following structure. Note, 
that myList denotes the same object as above,  but its fields have been overwritten. 

(NonEmpty)
next:

    cont:  4

(NonEmpty)
next:

    cont:  3

(NonEmpty)
next:

    cont:  6

(Empty)
 

myList

 

We then execute myList.getFront() which returns 3. We obtain the following 
structure. Note, that myList denotes the same object as above, but its fields have been 
overwritten.

(NonEmpty)
next:

    cont:  4

(NonEmpty)
next:

    cont:  6

(Empty)
 

myList

 
 

2.2.1 Linked Lists without a header, insert and remove at front of list 
We just show the basic functionality, ie only insert or remove from front: 
 
abstract root class List { 
 abstract void insertFront(int) {List}; 
 abstract int getFront(){List}; 
 abstract bool isEmpty() {}; 
} 
 
state class EmptyList extends List{ 
 void insertFront (int i) {List} 
   { this!NonEmptyList;  
     this!contents = i; this!next = new EmptyList; };; 
 int getFront() {List}{ throw new ListError(); } 
 bool isEmpty() {}{ return true; } 
}         
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state class NonEmptyList extends List{ 
  int contents; 
 List next; 
 void insertFront (int i) { } {  

      // make a copy of myself 
     List first;  first = new NonEmptyList; 

      (NonEmptyList)first.contents = this.contents; 
   (NonEmptyList)first.next = this.next;  
    this.contents = i; this!next = first; }; 

 int getFront() {List} {  
   // copy the next element onto myself 
    int result; result = contents; 
       if (this.next.isEmpty()) 
           { this!EmptyList; return; } 
    else  
     { this.next = (NonEmptyList)(this!next).next; 
      this.contents =  
        (NonEmptyList)(this!next).contents;} 
      return result;  } 
 bool isEmpty(){ return false; } 
}         
 

Remarks 
Notice, that we need to cast expressions to some state classes. This cast is however, in 
some cases superfluous. 
 For example, the expression  
  (NonEmptyList)first.contents = this.contents; 
in the body of NonEmptyList.insertFront, even through we know that first 
has to be a non-empty list. A possibility for extending the type system here?  
Similarly, in the body of NonEmptyList.getFront, we have to cast  
 (NonEmptyList)(this!next) 
although the earlier test, namely, ie this.next.isEmpty(), ensures that  next 
is not an EmptyList. 
 

2.2.2 Linked Lists without a header, insert and remove at front and 
at the end of list 
We now extend the functionality, so that we can insert and remove both at the front 
and at the end of the list. 
 
abstract root class List { 
 abstract void insertFront(int) {List}; 
 abstract int getFront(){List}; 
 abstract void insertLast(int){List}; 
 abstract int getLast(){List}; 
 abstract List lastLink() {}; 
 abstract bool isEmpty() {}; 
 abstract bool isLast() {}; 
   // true if next is Empty 
} 
 
state class EmptyList extends List{ 
 void insert (int i) {List} 
  { this!NonEmptyList;  
     this!contents = i; this!next = new EmptyList; }; 
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 void insertFront (int i) {List} 
   { this.insert(i); }; 
 int getFront() {List}{ throw new ListError(); } 
 void insertLast(int) {List} 
   {  this.insert(i); }; 
 int getLast(){List}{ throw new ListError(); } 
 EmptyList lastLink() {}{ return this; } 
 NonEmptyList lastLinkButOne(){} { throw new ListError(); } 
 bool isEmpty() {}{ return true; } 
 bool isLast() {}{ return false ; } 
}         
  
state class NonEmptyList extends List{ 
 void insertFront (int i) { } {  

      // make a copy of myself 
     List first; 

   first = new NonEmptyList; 
      (NonEmptyList)first.contents = this.contents; 
   (NonEmptyList)first.next = this.next;  
    this.contents = i; this!next = first; }; 

 int getFront() {List} {  
   // copy the next element onto myself 
    int result; result = contents; 
       if (this.next.isEmpty()) 
           { this!EmptyList; return; } 
    else  
     { this.next = (NonEmptyList)(this!next).next; 
      this.contents =  
        (NonEmptyList)(this!next).contents;} 
      return result;  } 
 void insertLast {List} (int i) {List} 
   { this!lastLink().insertFront(i); }; 
 int getLast() {List} {  

    // find the penultimate list link 
       if (this.isLast()) 
     // I am the last link,  
           { int result; result=contents; 
          this!EmptyList; return result; } 
    elsif (this.next.isLast()) 
     // I am the penultimate link 
     { int result; result=contents; 
          this.next = (NonEmptyList)(this!next).next;  
  `     return result; } 

List lastLink(){ return next.lastLink(); } 
 bool isEmpty(){ return false; } 
 bool isLast(){ return next.isEmpty() ; } 
 bool isOneButLast(){ return next.isLast() ; } 
}         
Remarks  
In contrast to solution in 2, no copy of receiver was necessary! 

3rd  Example: Adventure Game 
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Here we consider an adventure game. The reclassification happens, because princes may be 
turned into dragons, when they receive a bad spell, and dragons may be turned into princes, 
when they receive a bad spell.  
In order to complete the picture, and show also that the type system will not prevent writing 
as larger program, we outline the following situation: There is a set of rooms, and each room 
has another room as its northern, eastern, southern or western neighbour. In each room there 
may be several participants. Each participant is given his turn for a number of rounds. Then, 
they move randomly into another room, and they meet a participant from the other room. 
There are three kinds of participants: fairies, princes and dragons. Princes carry swords, while 
dragons have a fiery breath/ When a fairy meets another prince or dragon, she randomly casts 
a bad, or a good spell. A bad spell turns a prince into a dragon, while it increases a dragon’s 
fiery breath. A good spell turns a dragon to a prince, while it increases the strength of a 
prince’s sword. When a dragon meets a hero, he fights using his fiery breath. When a prince 
meets a dragon, he fights using his sword. 
 
class Room { 
 void insert (Participant p){} { … } 
  // inset p into the room   ; 
 void remove (Participant p){} { … } 
  // remove p from the room   ; 
 Hero  get( ) {} { … } 
  // returns a hero who is in the room  

 bool isEmpty() {} { …  }; 
  // whether room has no Hero 
Room neighbour(int i) {} { … } 
  // 1 <= i <= 4; returns the northern, eastern, 
   // southern or western neighbour  
…. 
} 

 
abstract class Participant { 
  Room whereAmI; 
 abstract void meet(Hero h){Hero}; 
  void yourTurn(){Hero}{ 
   // move into a new direction 
   int i =  … random_number_between_1_and_4; 
       whereAmI.remove(this);  
       whereAmI = whereAmI.neighbour(i);  
   if ( whereAmI.isEmpty() ) then return; 
       Hero aHero = whereAm.get(); 
   this.meet(aHero); } 
} 
 
class Game{ 
abstract static void main() {Hero} { 
 // create rooms  
 Room r1, r2, … ; 
 r1 = new Room; r2 = new Rom; …. 
 // create Particicpants 
  Participant p1, p2, … 
    p1 = new Dragon(r1); p2 = new Prince(r2);  
  p3 = new Fairy(r2); 
  int numberTurns = 10; int count  = 1; 
  while ( count <= numberTurns ) do { 
   p1.yourTurn(); 
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    p2.yourTurn(); 
   … }  
} 
 
class Fairy extends Participant{ 
 void meet(Hero h){Hero}{ 
   bool good_or_bad =  random_boolean; 
       if (good_or_bad) h.goodSpell(); 
   else h.badSpell(); } 
  Fairy(Room r){ initialise_and_set_in_room_r } 
}         
 
abstract root class Hero extends Participant{ 
 abstract void goodSpell(){Hero}; 
 abstract void badSpell(){Hero}; 
 abstract void meet(Hero h){ }; 
} 
 
state class Prince extends Participant{ 
  Sword mySword; 
 void goodSpell(){ }  
        { increase_strength_of_mySword } 
 void badSpell(){Hero} { this!Dragon } 
 void meet(Hero h){ } 
    {  fight_h,_using_mySword } 
  Prince(Room r){ initialise_and_set_in_room_r } 
} 
 
state class Dragon extends Participant{ 
  FieryBreath myBreath; 
 void goodSpell(){Hero}{ this!Hero } 
 void badSpell(){Hero} 
    { increase_strength_of_mySword } 
 void meet(Hero h){ } 
    {  fight_h,_using_myBreath } 
 Dragon(Room r){ initialise_and_set_in_room_r } 
} 
 
 

Remarks  
The example uses several classes, and would be more intricate in a real game. Without state 
classes, and re-classification, the example would be less elegant to express, and would also 
require more memory. Namely, in order to express that some objects might sometimes 
behave like dragons, and sometimes like princes, one would either define a class 
DragonOrHero, which would have fields mySword, myBreath and a boolean to say 
whether it is currently a prince or dragon, or, one would have a handle object, with a field 
pointing to the actual prince or dragon, and which would forward every function call to that 
field.  
The example is rather large, but we see that the type system does not impose any restrictions 
to its expression in Fickle. 
 
 We also see that abstract class and root class are orthogonal concepts, e.g. here the abstract 
class Participant is a superclass of the abstract root  class  Hero. 
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Conclusions 

The use of fickle objects allows a different style of programming. It allows expressing 
the behaviour of an object according to its class, and allows capturing this even if the 
class of the object is transient. This is clearer, and better  more in line with object-
oriented programming, than the use of conditional or case statements.  

We saw that abstract class and root class are orthogonal concepts, e.g. the abstract 
class Participant is a superclass of the root  class  Hero, and the class Fairy, 
whereas the class List was both a root  class and abstract. 

 

The examples in the paper demonstrate that Fickle is expressive enough, and deals 
with the kind of situation it was designed for, i.e. where the object’s behaviour 
depends on its state, and this state may change during the program. 

Also, we believe that the restrictions imposed from the type system do not seriously 
constrain the applicability. There were some situations where we had to use casting, 
i.e. where we knew an object would belong to a particular state class, but the type 
system did not know that 

We also feel that there is some room for improvement of the type system 
 

• There are situations, where a local variable is undoubtedly of a state class, 
but the type system does not allow variables to have state class. So, we 
use casting in order to access the appropriate members. I believe that we 
should allow local variables of a state class, and treat their types the same 
way we treat the type of this. 

• As already mentioned in the FOOL paper, we could change the system, so 
that the target of re-classifications could be root classes, as well as state 
classes. 

• We used the possibility for a function be defined to return an object of a 
state class; if the type system does not allow that possibility, then we can 
do it through casting instead.  

• Introduce a construct like instanceOf for state classes, and extend the 
type system so that we can avoid superfluous casts 

  

Another extension, for the operational semantics, would allow root class constructors 
to chose which state subclass constructor to call. 

Appendix  Test-cases for type-checking 
The following sections show all the test cases sued in order to test the type-checker. 
They are categorised by type-checking rule. 
7.31 Test cases for class definitions 
The following test cases ensure that the type-checker accurately recognises valid class 
definitions, and rejects invalid ones, including cycles. 
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7.311 Normal orphan class 

Test file name:  test01.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking pass 
Contents of file: 
  class  n1     { }  /* Valid class definition */ 

7.312 Normal sub-class of a normal class 

Test file name:  test02.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking pass 
Contents of file: 
  class  n2  extends  n1  { }  /* Valid class definition */ 

7.313 Normal sub-class of an abstract state class 

Test file name:  test03.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking failure 
Contents of file: 
  class  n3  extends  as1  { }  /* Invalid class definition */ 

7.314 Normal sub-class of a state class 

Test file name:  test04.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking failure 
Contents of file: 
  class  n4  extends  s1  { }  /* Invalid class definition */ 

7.315 Abstract state orphan class 

Test file name:  test05.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking pass 
Contents of file: 
abs-state  class  as1     { }  /* Valid class definition */ 

7.316 Abstract state sub-class of a normal class 

Test file name:  test06.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking pass 
Contents of file: 
abs-state  class  as2  extends  n1  { }  /* Valid class definition */ 

7.317 Abstract state sub-class of an abstract state class 

Test file name:  test07.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking failure 
Contents of file: 
abs-state  class  as3  extends  as1  { }  /* Invalid class definition */ 

7.318 Abstract state sub-class of a state class 

Test file name:  test08.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking failure 
Contents of file: 
abs-state  class  as4  extends  s1  { }  /* Invalid class definition */ 
 

7.319 Orphan state class 

Test file name:  test09.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking failure 
Contents of file: 
state   class s1    { }  /* Invalid class definition */ 

7.3110 State sub-class of a normal class 

Test file name:  test10.fickle 
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Expected output: Type-checking failure 
Contents of file: 
state  class s2  extends  n1 { }  /* Invalid class definition */ 

7.3111 State sub-class of an abstract state class 

Test file name:  test11.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking pass 
Contents of file: 
state  class s3  extends  as1 { }  /* Valid class definition */ 

7.3112 State sub-class of a state class 

Test file name:  test12.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking pass 
Contents of file: 
state  class s4  extends  s1 { }  /* Valid class definition */ 
 

7.3113 Class sycle 

Test file name:  test13.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking failure 
Contents of file: 
  class c1 extends  c3 { }  /* Invalid class definition */ 
  class c2 extends  c1 { }  /* Invalid class definition */ 
  class c3 extends  c2 { }  /* Invalid class definition */
  

7.32 Test cases for assignment expressions 
The following test cases ensure that the type-checker accurately recognises valid 
sequences of expressions, and rejects invalid ones, including those where the types do 
not match those expected. 

7.321 Literal integer assignment to an integer field 

Test file name:  test01.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking pass 
Contents of file: 
/* Test file to check typechecking of the sub-typing relation in an assignment */ 
class c1 { 
 int a; 
 int m1(int p) {} { 
  this.a = 1;  //valid 
 } 
} 

7.322 Integer field assignment to an integer field 

Test file name:  test02.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking pass 
Contents of file: 
/* Test file to check typechecking of the sub-typing relation in an assignment */ 
class c1 { 
 int a; 
 int m1(int p) {} { 
  this.a = this.a;  //valid 
 } 
} 

7.323 Class object assignment to an integer field 

Test file name:  test03.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking failure 
Contents of file: 
/* Test file to check typechecking of the sub-typing relation in an assignment */ 
class c1 { 
 int a; 
 int m1(int p) {} { 
  this.a = new c1;  //invalid 
 } 
} 
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7.324 Null assignment to an integer field 

Test file name:  test04.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking failure 
Contents of file: 
/* Test file to check typechecking of the sub-typing relation in an assignment */ 
 
class c1 { 
 int a; 
 int m1(int p) {} { 
  this.a = null;  //invalid 
 } 
} 

7.325 Boolean assignment to an integer field 

Test file name:  test05.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking failure 
Contents of file: 
/* Test file to check typechecking of the sub-typing relation in an assignment */ 
class c1 { 
 int a; 
 int m1(int p) {} { 
  this.a = true;  //invalid 
 } 
} 

7.326 Literal integer assignment to a boolean field 

Test file name:  test06.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking failure 
Contents of file: 
/* Test file to check typechecking of the sub-typing relation in an assignment */ 
class c1 { 
 bool a; 
 int m1(int p) {} { 
  this.a = 1;  //invalid 
 } 
} 

7.327 Boolean field assignment to a boolean field 

Test file name:  test07.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking pass 
Contents of file: 
/* Test file to check typechecking of the sub-typing relation in an assignment */ 
class c1 { 
 bool a; 
 bool m1(int p) {} { 
  this.a = this.a;  //valid 
 } 
} 
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7.328 Class object assignment to a boolean field 

Test file name:  test08.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking failure 
Contents of file: 
/* Test file to check typechecking of the sub-typing relation in an assignment */ 
 
class c1 { 
 bool a; 
 int m1(int p) {} { 
  this.a = new c1;  //invalid 
 
 } 
} 

7.329 Null assignment to a boolean field 

Test file name:  test09.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking failure 
Contents of file: 
/* Test file to check typechecking of the sub-typing relation in an assignment */ 
class c1 { 
 bool a; 
 int m1(int p) {} { 
  this.a = null;  //invalid 
 } 
} 

7.3210 Literal boolean assignment to a boolean field 

Test file name:  test10.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking pass 
Contents of file: 
/* Test file to check typechecking of the sub-typing relation in an assignment */ 
class c1 { 
 bool a; 
 int m1(int p) {} { 
  this.a = true;  //valid 
 } 
} 

7.3211 Literal integer assignment to a class field 

Test file name:  test11.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking failure 
Contents of file: 
/* Test file to check typechecking of the sub-typing relation in an assignment */ 
class c1 { 
 c1 a; 
 int m1(int p) {} { 
  this.a = 1;  //invalid 
 } 
} 

7.3212 Class field assignment to a class field 

Test file name:  test12.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking pass 
Contents of file: 
/* Test file to check typechecking of the sub-typing relation in an assignment */ 
class c1 { 
 c1 a; 
 c1 m1(int p) {} { 
  this.a = this.a;  //valid 
 } 
} 
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7.3213 New class assignment to a class field 

Test file name:  test13.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking pass 
Contents of file: 
/* Test file to check typechecking of the sub-typing relation in an assignment */ 
 
class c1 { 
 c1 a; 
 c1 m1(int p) {} { 
  this.a = new c1;  //valid 
 } 
} 

7.3214 Null assignment to a class field 

Test file name:  test14.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking pass 
Contents of file: 
/* Test file to check typechecking of the sub-typing relation in an assignment */ 
class c1 { 
 c1 a; 
 c1 m1(int p) {} { 
  this.a = null;  //valid 
 } 
} 

7.3215 Literal boolean assignment to a class field 

Test file name:  test15.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking failure 
Contents of file: 
/* Test file to check typechecking of the sub-typing relation in an assignment */ 
class c1 { 
 c1 a; 
 int m1(int p) {} { 
  this.a = true;  //invalid 
 } 
} 

7.33 Test cases for conditional expressions 
The following test cases ensure that the type-checker accurately recognises valid 
conditional expressions, and rejects invalid ones, including those where the types do 
not match those expected. 

7.331 Test expression is a boolean 

Test file name:  test01.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking pass 
Contents of file: 
/* Test file for typechecking rule for a conditional expression */ 
class c1 { 
 int m1(int p) {} { 
  if true then  //valid 
   1; 
  else 
   2; 
  endif; 
 } 
} 
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7.332 Test expression is a boolean 

Test file name:  test02.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking failure 
Contents of file: 
/* Test file for typechecking rule for a conditional expression */ 
 
class c1 { 
 int m1(int p) {} { 
  if 1 then  //invalid 
   1; 
  else 
   2; 
  endif; 
 } 
} 

7.333 Type of this updated if first expression contains a mutation 

Test file name:  test03.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking failure 
Contents of file: 
/* Test file for typechecking rule for a conditional expression */ 
abs-state class ac1 {} 
 
state class c1 extends ac1 { 
 int m1(int p) {ac1} { 
  if true then 
   this!!c2; 
  else 
   this.m1(1);  //invalid 
  endif; 
 } 
} 
 
state class c2 extends ac1 {} 

7.334 Type of this updated if text expression contains a mutation 

Test file name:  test04.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking failure 
Contents of file: 
/* Test file for typechecking rule for a conditional expression */ 
abs-state class ac1 {} 
 
state class c1 extends ac1 { 
 int m1(int p) {ac1} { 
  if this.m2(1) then 
   this.m1(1);  //invalid 
  else 
   2; 
  endif; 
 } 
 
 bool m2(int q) {ac1} { 
  this!!c2; 
  true; 
 } 
} 
 
state class c2 extends ac1 { } 
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7.335 Type of this updated if text expression contains a mutation 

Test file name:  test05.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking pass 
Contents of file: 
/* Test file for typechecking rule for a conditional expression */ 
 
abs-state class ac1 { 
 int m3(int r) {} { 1; } 
} 
 
state class c1 extends ac1 { 
 int m1(int p) {ac1} { 
  if this.m2(1) then 
   this.m3(1);  
  else 
   2; 
  endif; 
 } 
 
 bool m2(int q) {ac1} { 
  this!!c2; 
  true; 
 } 
} 
 
state class c2 extends ac1 { } 

7.336 Type of this updated to least abstract super-class 

Test file name:  test06.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking failure 
Contents of file: 
/* Test file for typechecking rule for a conditional expression */ 
 
abs-state class ac1 {} 
 
state class c1 extends ac1 { 
 int a; 
 int m1(int p) {ac1} { 
  if this.m2(1) then 
   1;  
  else 
   2; 
  endif; 
  this.a;  
 } 
 
 bool m2(int q) {ac1} { 
  this!!c2; 
  true; 
 } 
} 
 
state class c2 extends ac1 { } 

 
7.34 Test cases for field access expressions 
The following test cases ensure that the type-checker accurately recognises valid field 
access expressions, and rejects invalid ones, including those where the types do not 
match those expected. 
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7.341 Type of object matches for field access 

Test file name:  test01.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking pass 
Contents of file: 
/* Test file for typechecking a field access expression */ 
 
class c1 { 
 int  a; 
 c1 b; 
 int m1(int p) {} { 
  this.b.a; 
 } 
} 

7.342 Type of object matches for field access 

Test file name:  test02.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking pass 
Contents of file: 
/* Test file for typechecking a field access expression */ 
 
class c1 { 
 int  a; 
 c1 b; 
 c1 m1(int p) {} { 
  this.b.b; 
 } 
} 

7.343 Field in class exists 

Test file name:  test03.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking failure 
Contents of file: 
/* Test file for typechecking a field access expression */ 
 
class c1 { 
 int  a; 
 c1 b; 
 int m1(int p) {} { 
  this.b.c; 
 } 
} 

7.35 Test cases for literal expressions 
The following test cases ensure that the type-checker accurately recognises valid field 
access expressions, and rejects invalid ones, including those where the types do not 
match those expected. 

7.351 Type of literal integer 

Test file name:  test01.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking pass 
Contents of file: 
/* Test file for typechecking rule for a literal expression */ 
 
class c1 { 
 int m1(int p) {} { 
  1; 
 } 
} 
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7.352 Type of literal boolean 

Test file name:  test02.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking pass 
Contents of file: 
/* Test file for typechecking rule for a literal expression */ 
 
class c1 { 
 bool m1(int p) {} { 
  true; 
 } 
} 

7.353 Type of literal boolean returned correctly 

Test file name:  test03.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking failure 
Contents of file: 
/* Test file for typechecking rule for a literal expression */ 
 
class c1 { 
 int m1(int p) {} { 
  true; 
 } 
} 

7.354 Type of literal integer returned correctly 

Test file name:  test04.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking pass 
Contents of file: 
/* Test file for typechecking rule for a literal expression */ 
 
class c1 { 
 bool m1(int p) {} { 
  1; 
 } 
} 

7.36 Test cases for method call expressions 
The following test cases ensure that the type-checker accurately recognises valid 
method call expressions, and rejects invalid ones, including those where the types do 
not match those expected. 

7.361 Type of this updated by returned effect set 

Test file name:  test01.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking failure 
Contents of file: 
// Example to show invalid field access after a (possible) mutation 
 
abs-state class ac1{ 
} 
 
state class sc2 extends ac1 { 
 int  f1; 
 int  m1(int a) {ac1} { 
    this.m2(7); 
    this.f1;     // Error 
    1; 
   } 
 int  m2(int a) {ac1} { 
    this!!sc3; 
    1; 
   } 
} 
 
state class sc3 extends ac1 {} 

7.362 Type of this updated by returned effect set 

Test file name:  test02.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking pass 
Contents of file: 
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// Example to show valid field access after a (possible) mutation 
 
abs-state class ac1{ 
 int  f1; 
} 
 
state class sc2 extends ac1 { 
 int  m1(int a) {ac1} { 
    this.m2(7); 
    this.f1;    // OK 
    1; 
   } 
 int  m2(int a) {ac1} { 
    this!!sc3; 
    1; 
   } 
} 
 
state class sc3 extends ac1 {} 

7.363 Possible types of this matches effect set 

Test file name:  test03.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking failure 
Contents of file: 
// Example to show invalid declared effects 
 
abs-state class ac1{} 
 
state class sc2 extends ac1 { 
 int  m1(int a) {} { 
    this.m2(7);    // Error - effect not declared in 
m1 
    1; 
   } 
 int  m2(int a) {ac1} { 
    this!!sc3; 
    1; 
   } 
} 
 
state class sc3 extends ac1 {} 

7.364 Possible types of this matches effect set 

Test file name:  test04.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking pass 
Contents of file: 
// Example to show valid declared effects 
 
abs-state class ac1{ 
} 
 
state class sc2 extends ac1 { 
 int  m1(int a) {ac1} { 
    this.m2(7);    // OK - effect is declared in m1 
    1; 
   } 
 int  m2(int a) {ac1} { 
    this!!sc3; 
    1; 
   } 
} 
 
state class sc3 extends ac1 {} 
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7.365 Method exists within class after parameter execution 

Test file name:  test05.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking failure 
Contents of file: 
// Example to show a complex invalid method invocation after a (possible) mutation 
 
abs-state class ac1{ 
  int  m3(int a) {ac1} { 
    this!!sc3; 
    1; 
   } 
} 
 
state class sc2 extends ac1 { 
 cg  f1; 
 int  m1(int a) {ac1} { 
    this.m2(this.f1.m1(1)); 
    1; 
   } 
 int  m2(int a) {} { 
    1; 
   } 
} 
 
state class sc3 extends ac1 {} 
 
 
class cg { 
 ac1  f2; 
 int  m1(int a) {ac1} { 
    this.f2.m3(1); 
   } 
} 

7.366 Method exists within class after parameter execution 

Test file name:  test06.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking pass 
Contents of file: 
// Example to show a method call after a (possible) mutation 
 
abs-state class ac1{ 
  int  m3(int a) {ac1} { 
    this!!sc3; 
    1; 
   } 
 
 int  m2(int a) {} { 
    1; 
   } 
} 
 
state class sc2 extends ac1 { 
 cg  f1; 
 int  m1(int a) {ac1} { 
    this.m2(this.f1.m1(1)); 
    1; 
   }  
} 
 
state class sc3 extends ac1 {} 
 
class cg { 
 ac1  f2; 
 int  m1(int a) {ac1} { 
    this.f2.m3(1); 
   } 
} 
 

7.37 Test cases for mutation expressions 
The following test cases ensure that the type-checker accurately recognises valid 
mutation expressions, and rejects invalid ones, including those where the types do not 
match those expected. 

7.371 Target class is a valid type 

Test file name:  test01.fickle 
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Expected output: Type-checking pass 
Contents of file: 
/* Test file for typechecking rule for a mutation expression */ 
 
abs-state class ac1 {} 
 
state class sc1 extends ac1 { 
 int m1(int p) {ac1} { 
  this!!sc2;  //valid 
  1; 
 } 
} 
 
state class sc2 extends ac1 {} 

7.372 Target class is a valid type 

Test file name:  test02.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking failure 
Contents of file: 
/* Test file for typechecking rule for a mutation expression */ 
 
abs-state class ac1 {} 
 
state class sc1 extends ac1 { 
 int m1(int p) {ac1} { 
  this!!ac1;  //invalid 
  1; 
 } 
} 
 
state class sc2 extends ac1 {} 

7.373 Target class is a valid type 

Test file name:  test03.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking failure 
Contents of file: 
/* Test file for typechecking rule for a mutation expression */ 
 
abs-state class ac1 {} 
 
state class sc1 extends ac1 { 
 int m1(int p) {ac1} { 
  this!!sc2;  //invalid 
  1; 
 } 
} 
 
abs-state class ac2 {} 
state class sc2 extends ac2 {} 

7.38 Test cases for new expressions 
The following test cases ensure that the type-checker accurately recognises valid new 
expressions, and rejects invalid ones, including those where the types do not match 
those expected. 
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7.381 Target type is a valid class 

Test file name:  test01.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking pass 
Contents of file: 
/* Test file to typecheck an expression which is a new class invocation */ 
 
class c1 { 
 c1 a; 
 c1 m1(int p) {} { 
  new c1;   //valid 
 } 
} 

7.382 Target type is a valid class 

Test file name:  test02.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking failure 
Contents of file: 
/* Test file to typecheck an expression which is a new class invocation */ 
 
class c1 { 
 c1 a; 
 c1 m1(int p) {} { 
  new c2;   //invalid 
 } 
} 

7.383 Target type is a valid class 

Test file name:  test03.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking failure 
Contents of file: 
/* Test file to typecheck an expression which is a new class invocation */ 
 
class c1 { 
 c1 a; 
 c1 m1(int p) {} { 
  new int;  //invalid 
 } 
} 

7.39 Test cases for null expressions 
The following test cases ensure that the type-checker accurately recognises valid null 
expressions, and rejects invalid ones, including those where the types do not match 
those expected. 

7.391 Null type matches return type 

Test file name:  test01.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking pass 
Contents of file: 
/* Test file for typechecking rule null expression */ 
 
class c1 { 
 int a; 
 c1 m1(int p) {} { 
  null;   //valid 
 } 
} 
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7.392 Null type matches return type 

Test file name:  test02.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking failure 
Contents of file: 
/* Test file for typechecking rule null expression */ 
 
class c1 { 
 int a; 
 int m1(int p) {} { 
  null;   //invalid 
 } 
} 

7.393 Null type matches return type 

Test file name:  test03.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking pass 
Contents of file: 
/* Test file for typechecking rule null expression */ 
 
class c1 { 
 int a; 
 c2 m1(int p) {} { 
  null;   //valid 
 } 
} 
 
class c2 {} 

7.310 Test cases for expression sequences 
The following test cases ensure that the type-checker accurately recognises valid 
expression sequences, and rejects invalid ones, including those where the types do not 
match those expected. 

7.3101 Type aggregation matches return type 

Test file name:  test01.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking pass 
Contents of file: 
/* Test file for typechecking rule for a sequence of expressions */ 
 
class c1 { 
 int m1(int a) {} { 
  true; 
  1;   //valid 
 } 
} 

7.3102 Type aggregation matches return type 

Test file name:  test02.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking failure 
Contents of file: 
/* Test file for typechecking rule for a sequence of expressions */ 
 
class c1 { 
 int m1(int a) {} { 
  1; 
  true;   //invalid 
 } 
} 
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7.3103 Type of this updated correctly 

Test file name:  test03.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking pass 
Contents of file: 
/* Test file for typechecking rule for a sequence of expressions */ 
 
abs-state class ac1 { 
} 
 
state class c1 extends ac1 { 
 int m1(int a) {ac1} { 
  this!!c2; 
  this.a;   //valid 
 } 
} 
 
state class c2 extends ac1 { 
 int  a; 
} 

7.3104 Type of this updated correctly 

Test file name:  test04.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking pass 
Contents of file: 
/* Test file for typechecking rule for a sequence of expressions */ 
 
abs-state class ac1 { 
} 
 
state class c1 extends ac1 { 
 int m1(int a) {ac1} { 
  this!!c2; 
  this.m1(1);  //invalid 
 } 
} 
 
state class c2 extends ac1 { 
} 

7.311 Test cases for expression sequences 
The following test cases ensure that the type-checker accurately recognises valid 
expression sequences, and rejects invalid ones, including those where the types do not 
match those expected. 

7.3111 Type of declared variable matches return type 

Test file name:  test01.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking pass 
Contents of file: 
/* Test file for checking a variable instance */ 
 
class c1 { 
 int a; 
 int m1(int p) {} { 
  this.a;   //valid 
 } 
} 
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7.3112 Type of declared variable matches return type 

Test file name:  test02.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking pass 
Contents of file: 
/* Test file for checking a variable instance */ 
 
class c1 { 
 int a; 
 int m1(int p) {} { 
  p;   //valid 
 } 
} 

7.3113 Type of declared variable matches return type 

Test file name:  test03.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking pass 
Contents of file: 
/* Test file for checking a variable instance */ 
 
class c1 { 
 int a; 
 c1 m1(int p) {} { 
  this;   //valid 
 } 
} 

7.3114 Type of declared variable matches return type 

Test file name:  test04.fickle 
Expected output: Type-checking failure 
Contents of file: 
/* Test file for checking a variable instance */ 
 
class c1 { 
 int a; 
 int m1(int p) {} { 
  x;   //invalid 
 } 
} 
 
 
 

 


